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For a Better Cameroon

A call for change
Cameroon must break the cycle of personalities, who under the 
pretense of discretion keep the people in total ignorance of their 
courses, their personality and their societal beliefs. 
Cameroonians should no longer be fooled by professions of faith 
and leitmotif that quickly turn into mirages and nightmares. In 
line with modernity and to guarantee transparency and 
efficiency, the profiles of individuals who aspire to any public 
office in our country must be rid of secrecy and mystery. 

Joshua Osih, symbol of disruption
To Hon. Joshua NAMBANGI OSIH, it’s a personal requirement. 
Perceived by many here and elsewhere as the candidate of hope 
and redemption of Cameroon, he is the embodiment of faith in a 
Cameroon which can and must abandon the rubble in which the 
current leadership plunged it. Cameroon has to retrace the path 
of the development and prosperity of its people. 
Indeed, having started politics at the relatively young age of 20, 
step by step and with singular fidelity and loyalty, he progressed 
to the top of the most popular opposition party in Cameroon. A 
member of the National Assembly, he has fought all political, 
economic and social battles over the past 20 years. Constantly 
concerned about transparency, which is core to his future 
governance of the state and nation, it is important to reveal this 
man, family head, fervent and ardent militant of the Social 

Democratic Front (SDF), the parliamentarian, the intellectual his 
governing program and this power that he intends to put at the 
service of the people.

Joshua Osih: Portrait
Joshua Nambangi Osih is a 49 years old Cameroonian politician 
and for 20 years now has been an active member of the Social 
Democratic Front. Since 2012, he has been elected as 1st 
Vice-President of the party and in 2013 was elected as MP of the 
Wouri District, 1st Anglophone Cameroonian elected in this 
district. He is THE party's nominated candidate for the 
Presidential Election of October 2018.
The challenges of his early years spent between Nyasoso, Kumba, 
Bali, Yaounde and France, built his character and enabled him to 
find his life purpose. 
His passion for aviation gives him the opportunity for his first job 
at the age of 20 years old, in a renowned airline. As a result of his 
political engagement in SDF, he leaves Cameroon in 1992 in the 
aftermath of the Presidential election. 
In 2000, he returns home after a long international career, 
working with the best international airlines, at management 
positions. He immediately launches two companies in the 
aviation and ecotourism (his other passion) fields. Several others 
will follow. To date, he is the employer of roughly 200 
Cameroonian citizens.

His passion for Cameroon and ecotourism allowed me to go to the 
heart of our country, to explore, understand and share the 
fascinating culture of our people. He is a man of the people, in love 
with his motherland, its people and engaged to serve them. He 
learned service from simple militant of the party to now elected 
Candidate for the presidential election of 07th October 2018.
His brilliant career in the party is a testimony to his engagement. The 
key values of SDF are indeed at the heart of his political program: 
social justice and equal opportunities for EVERYONE! 

Fluent in the two official languages of Cameroon, Joshua stands for a 
united Cameroon, that which regains its position as Champion of the 
sub regions and an international reference. 
Successful business man, from his experience he learnt rigor and 
rational thinking. He is an excellent public speaker, who masters all 
topics of his project, and is ready to serve Cameroon with ALL his 
expertise. 
He believes dreams are a fuel. Therefore, he aims to ignite the 
dreams of the 24 million Cameroonians.
A symbol of hope, a symbol of disruption, Joshua Osih believes in our 
24 million dreams.

Full portrait is available on the website https://www.osih2018.com/osih
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